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Frightful Sight Craft Sack Treat Holder  
 

Stamp Sets: Batty for You  #116576 

  Teeney Tiny Wishes  #115370 
 

Ink:     Jet Black StazOn  #101406 
   

Card Stock: Frightful Sight Designer Series Paper  #122351 

  Basic Black Card Stock  #121045 

  Old Olive Card Stock  #100702 

  Whisper White Card Stock  #100730 
    

Accessories: Scallop Circle Punch  #119854 

  1 3/8” Circle Punch  #119860 

  1” Circle Punch  #119868 

  Modern Label Punch  #119849 

  Magnet Sheets  #119816 

  Simply Scored Scoring Tool  #122334 

  Snail Adhesive  #104332 

  Dimensionals  #104430 

  3 ½” x 6 ¾” Mini Craft Sack (Non-Stampin’ Up!) 

       
Cutting Dimensions: 
 

  Designer Paper  --- 3 ½” x 7 3/8”  

  Basic Black Card Stock --- 3 ¾” x 7 5/8”  score @ 1 5/8”, 1 7/8”, 4 5/8”, 4 7/8” 

       1 Scallop Circle Punch 

  Old Olive Card Stock  --- 2 ½” x 2 ½” + scrap 

  Whisper White Card Stock --- 1 ½” x 1 ½” 

  Magnet   --- 1” x 1” 

   
Assembly Instructions: 
 

1. Fold along all scored edges of Basic Black card stock with a bone folder. 

2. Apply SNAIL Adhesive to the back side of both short sides of the designer paper.  Begin by 

positioning one end of the designer paper over the shortest scored section (this section will be 

the front flap on the treat holder).   Leave a 1/8” black border around the DSP and adhere this 

end only.  Fold the black card stock along all score lines and then continue wrapping the 

designer paper around the holder folding as needed and adhere the other end in place.  It 

should end up about 1/8” from the edge of the wrapper. 

3. If the top edge of your craft sack is not a straight edge, trim so it is straight.  Measure 2 ½” from 

the top of the craft sack and cut, removing the bottom of the sack.  Punch one edge with of 

the 2 ½” piece with the scallop border punch. 

4. Apply SNAIL Adhesive along the top scalloped edges and bottom straight edges on both sides 

of the craft sack.  Line up the straight edge of one side of the craft sack along the score line in 

the bottom of the holder and adhere, then line up the other side of the craft sack with the 

next score line and adhere.  This creates a pocket to hold the treat. 

5. Stamp “Scaredy Cat” image onto Old Olive card stock with StazOn ink.  Punch with the 1 3/8” 

Circle Punch.   

6. Stamp “Scaredy Cat” image onto Whisper White card stock with StazOn ink.  Punch just the 

cat with the 1” Circle Punch. 

7.  Layer the Old Olive wording onto the Basic Black Scallop Circle with SNAIL Adhesive.  Layer 

the Whisper White Cat Circle onto the center of the Old Olive wording with a Dimensional. 
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8. Place a Dimensional on the upper edge of the Scallop Circle and adhere to the top flap of 

the treat holder (edge of flap should be positioned at the center back of the Scallop Circle). 

9. Cut the 1” magnet sheet in half so you have two ½” x 1” pieces. 

10. Adhere one magnet on the inside center edge of the flap.  Lay the other magnet piece onto 

it so they’re magnified to each other.  Remove backing and fold the flap over to secure the 

remaining magnet into the correct position to hold the treat holder closed.  

11. Stamp “Happy Halloween” onto scrap of Old Olive Card Stock with StazOn ink.  Punch with 

Modern Label Punch.  Adhere just below magnet on inside of flap with SNAIL Adhesive. 

 

      Your Craft Sack Treat Holder is finished…Enjoy!  


